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We discuss the role of supervisor synthesis in automated software code generation.
The proposed approach is systematic and based on process theory.
We implemented a model-based systems and software engineering framework.
The framework has been applied to multiple industrial studies.
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a b s t r a c t
We give an overview of a model-driven systems engineering approach for high-tech
systems that relies on supervisory controller synthesis. The proposed framework has a
process-theoretic foundation and supports extensions with quantitative features. We brieﬂy
discuss several industrial case studies that highlight the advantages of the proposed
approach.
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1. Model-driven control software development
Embedding information and communication technology in consumer and industrial products was enabled by advances
in software that carries most of these products’ functionalities. The need for development techniques that can guarantee
software quality is more than apparent. Conferences like Software Development Automation, Model-Driven Engineering
Languages and Systems, or Applications of Concurrency in System Design, are some of the venues where this need has been
recognized and studied by means of automated model-driven software development techniques. In this paper, we would like
to point to one model-driven systems engineering approach, referred to as supervisory controller synthesis, which targets
discrete-event control software for high-tech and complex systems. We ﬁnd this approach to be relevant to the software
development community and we hope that it might offer novel insights in development of quality control software, and
bring the communities of software development, systems engineering, and formal methods closer together.
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Fig. 1. A synthesis-centric model-driven systems engineering framework.

Development of quality control software is becoming an important challenge in the production process of high-tech
complex systems. The ever-increasing complexity, in conjunction with the market pressure for improved quality, safety, ease
of use, and performance, promote the former as an important future bottleneck. Many model-driven software development
approaches, typically relying on formal methods, are advocated as cost-effective approaches that support rigorous speciﬁcation, validation, and testing of software [1,2]. Some standards, like [3,4], even make these methodologies compulsory.
Admittedly, the use of formal methods requires a substantial effort in the initial development and design phases. However,
formal speciﬁcations and early model validation greatly decrease the number of errors found during testing and integration
phases mitigating overall product-development time and costs, while increasing quality [5].
Unfortunately, there is still insuﬃcient emphasis on the integration of the formal methods in the systems engineering
process, e.g., as noted in [6], despite successful industrial cases involving formal veriﬁcation and validation like [7–9]. Furthermore, it has been noted early on [10] that traditional software development approaches are not entirely adequate to
control software development. This is mainly due to the fact that control and coordination requirements, which typically
specify safety properties in an informal and often ambiguous manner, frequently change during the design process, inducing
a large number of expensive (re)coding–validation–testing iterations. Consequently, partially employing formal techniques
for some development phases without supporting the complete design process might not suﬃce, calling forth a shift from
process-based towards model-driven development [11].
2. A synthesis-centric approach
To mitigate some of the above issues in the design and development of supervisory control software for high-tech
complex machines, we propose to employ a synthesis-centric model-driven systems engineering framework developed
in [12–14], depicted in Fig. 1. Supervisory controllers observe and coordinate the discrete-event behavior of the concurrently running components of the system. Based on the observations made from the uncontrolled system, these controllers
make a decision on which activities the system is allowed to perform, and send back control signals that actuate the system.
The layer of supervisory control is on a high level of abstraction, residing between the user interaction and the resource
(embedded) control of the machine [15]. The framework is synthesis-centric as models of the supervisory controllers are
synthesized automatically based on the models of the uncontrolled system and the control requirements.
The modeling process is initiated by domain engineers that propose an informal speciﬁcation of the desired system.
Subsequently, an architectural design of the system is made in cooperation with software engineers, which most importantly
deﬁnes the control software architecture and modeling level of abstraction. Based on the design, speciﬁcation and models
of the system and the control and coordination requirements are made in parallel. The model of the system comprises
the models of its (synchronizing) components, whereas the control requirements specify the allowed (safe) behavior of the
system.
Most systems contain mixed continuous and discrete-event or hybrid behavior and hybrid models of the system are
made for the purpose of simulation and validation. These models are abstracted to a discrete-event model, required by
the synthesis procedure [16,15,17]. The discrete-event model of the uncontrolled system together with the model of the
control requirements serve as input for the synthesis of the model of the supervisory controller. The control software is
automatically generated based on the synthesized model of the supervisory controller. The framework provides for software
and hardware-in-the-loop simulation for validation of the control against the models or the prototypes of the system,
respectively.
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Fig. 2. (a) A plant that models the behavior of an automated guided vehicle; (b) An observer that keeps track of the location of the vehicle of (a);
(c) A supervisor that ensures proper coordination of the vehicle of (a).

We note that supervisory controller synthesis is strongly related to the technique of software synthesis [18,19]. However,
these two seemingly overlapping techniques differ signiﬁcantly in their goal and application. Unlike supervisory controller
synthesis, that aims to restrict a given ﬁnite model of a system such that a set of control requirements is satisﬁed, software
synthesis is generally concerned with synthesis of software or program skeletons and schemes that satisfy a given set of
formal speciﬁcations. This makes the latter technique more general and the main research seems to focus on decidability
results, mainly relying on game-theoretic approaches. Some of the results are applicable in the systems engineering domain,
e.g., synthesis of time-optimal schedulers [20]. However, for the most part, the application of these two techniques differs
considerably, as the supervisory control community focuses on techniques and approaches viable for solving industriallyrelevant problems, often having to compromise between expressivity and eﬃciency.
3. A process-theoretic foundation
Supervisory control theory [16,15] deals with characterization of the existence and properties of the model of the supervisory controller and its relation with the model of the uncontrolled system and the control requirements. The central
notion of controllability is traditionally deﬁned in terms of observed traces and it originally considered only deterministic
systems [16,15]. The introduction of internal events, not observable by the supervisory controller led to extensions with
nondeterministic behavior.
Several approaches, like [21,22] attempted to employ reﬁnements to capture controllability in a setting with failure
traces and trajectories. Subsequent attempts, like [23–25], recognized the importance of (bi)simulation-based approaches.
A process-theoretic approach to supervisory control theory was proposed in [26], employing the behavioral preorder partial
bisimulation.
This preorder acts as a reﬁnement between the models of the unsupervised and the supervised system. Some activities
of the system, like user interaction or sensor observations, are beyond the control of the supervisory controller, whereas
the control is exercised by interaction with the actuators of the system. The controllability conditions have to ensure that
the supervisory controller does not achieve its objectives by wrongly discarding these uncontrollable events. Roughly speaking, the partial bisimulation preorder states that the model of the uncontrolled system should simulate the model of the
controlled system, whereas the uncontrollable events should be bisimulated. This relationship ensures that supervisory controller restricts the original system and it does not ignore any input from the system.
By casting supervisory control theory in a process-theoretic setting, we proﬁt from decades of research in concurrency,
being able to extend the theory with states and data [27] or quantitative features, like time and stochastic delays [28],
effectively being able to couple supervisory control theory with formal veriﬁcation and performance analysis.
4. An illustrative example
We give a small example to illustrate the (modeling) process for supervisor synthesis. Let us assume that we have
an automated guided vehicle capable of travel to two different locations, say A and B, and initially it can be at some
other location, say I. The vehicle can accept two commands to go to the respective location, i.e., gotoA? and gotoB?. Once
the vehicle has reached the corresponding location, it reports back by using the sensor signals arrivedA! and arrivedB!,
respectively. We distinguish between the direction of communicated commands and signals and by event? we denote a
recipient party of the communication, whereas by event! we denote a sender party. We can model the behavior of such a
vehicle by the transition system depicted in Fig. 2(a), where the initial state is given by an incoming arrow. We note that
the vehicle has no memory regarding its current location, so we cannot demand of it to report back with its location.
Now, let us coordinate the movement of this vehicle by means of a supervisor. The coordination rules require that if the
vehicle is at location X , then it should not be given the redundant command that sends the vehicle to the same location X ,
for X ∈ {A, B}. By employing only the transition system in Fig. 2(a) such coordination proves to be unexpectedly diﬃcult,
more so because the control requirements actually relate to information not directly accessible in the plant. To resolve this
issue, it is often required that we augment the model of the system by so-called observer processes, which keep track of
some important system behavior. We note that we can also employ a pure discrete-event approach, but then the modeling
convenience and the clarity of the speciﬁcations will be greatly reduced.
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We introduce an observer for the location of the vehicle, as depicted in Fig. 2(b), in order to track the location of the
vehicle and employ it for supervision. The observer updates a variable, say L, with respect to the current location of the
vehicle, where I is the initial location. The observer waits for the conﬁrmation signal arrivedX! for X ∈ {A, B}, sent from the
vehicles, that it has reached the corresponding location in order to update its status to L = X . By employing this location
information, the supervisor can make the (correct) decision on which command is allowed to be issued.
An immediate advantage of employing an observer is that we can actually (formally) specify the control requirements
directly in terms of the plant and the observed information as: If L = X , then the event gotoX should not be enabled, for
X ∈ {A, B}. By employing these control requirements, we can synthesize the supervisor depicted in Fig. 2(c). This data
observation-based supervisor enables the movement commands, relying on guards L = X for X ∈ {A, B}, which observe the
shared location variable L that is provided by the observer.
5. Industrial application
The model-driven systems engineering framework of Fig. 1 has been successfully applied in several industrial case studies involving movement control of a patient support system for a Philips MRI scanner [29], coordination of a printing process
of an Océ High-tech printer [30], and movement coordination of Theme park vehicles [31]. In all cases, the synthesized supervisory controllers were successfully tested using hardware-in-the-loop integration, where the hardware was supervised by
employing the model of the supervisory controller for which we used appropriate interfaces with the machines that employ
the controller protocols [12].
The goal of the case study MRI scanner reported in [29] is safe positioning of patients inside an MRI scanner. To this
end, models of the patient support system and the user interface of the machine have been made, leading to 6.3 · 109
states in the unsupervised system. The synthesized controller was correctly generated in the ﬁrst attempt. Ongoing research
focuses on the coordination of the functionality of the whole MRI scanner, employing decentralized supervision that locally
coordinates the different components of the machine and synchronizes on the supervision decisions.
The case study High-tech printer of [30] deals with coordination of maintenance procedures of the printing process,
which applies a toner image onto a paper sheet. To maintain high printing quality, several maintenance operations have to
be carried out after a certain number of prints. These maintenance procedures should not interrupt ongoing or pending print
jobs whenever possible, but if a given threshold is exceeded, maintenance becomes mandatory to preserve the print quality.
The model of the printing process comprises 25 automata with 2 to 24 states. To specify the control requirements succinctly,
we employed parameterized state-based control requirements, which induced 500+ logical restrictions as employed by the
synthesis tool [32].
In the case study Theme park vehicles of [31] we deal with movement coordination of automated guided theme park
vehicles such that safety of the passengers is guaranteed. The vehicles can move in multiple directions sensing their position
by means of a track wire and they are equipped with short and long range proximity sensors. The control problem is to
avoid collision by correct proximity handling. In case of an exception, like depleted battery, the supervisory controller must
provide for emergency handling of the other vehicles. The model comprised 17 automata with 2 to 4 states, whereas the
control requirements where represented by 30 automata with 2 to 7 states.
6. Concluding remarks
The use of formal models is a key element for successful application of the synthesis-based systems engineering process
of Fig. 1. As the software code is generated automatically, software engineers deal with the formal models in terms of
behavior, improving their communication with other involved parties. The proposed framework most importantly affects
the software development process, switching the focus from interpreting requirements, coding, and testing to analyzing
requirements, modeling, and validating the behavior of the system. This increases the quality of the software dramatically,
as nearly three quarters of failures found in operational software originate from errors or oversights in the requirements [33].
Admittedly, our approach may prolong the obtention of the initial control design, but by catching design faults early, the
testing costs are mitigated and the overall production time is shortened.
Supervisory controller synthesis becomes viable as engineers nowadays are familiar with building models for simulation
and validation purposes. The synthesized models provide opportunity for veriﬁcation, performance, and reliability analysis,
increasing the conﬁdence in the control design and validating it before expensive prototypes are built. Finally, the proposed
approach greatly increases the evolvability of the system. In the theme park vehicle case study [31], there was a last minute
addition of an extra sensor. This mandated the introduction of the model of the new component to the model of the
system, adaption of the control requirements, synthesis of a new supervisor, and its validation. The whole procedure was
completed within four hours, leading to a viable control design. According to the industrial partner, by employing their
software development process, this change in the control software would take about one week.
Additional emerging application of supervisory control is deadlock avoidance in concurrency programming [34]. Concurrency bugs usually occur due to thread synchronization issues and are extremely hard to diagnose [35]. A supervisor, based
on automatically extracted software models, can constrain software behavior to prevent runtime failures. Theory and tools
for deadlock avoidance by supervision in concurrent programming are still being developed, but experiments show seamless
elimination of common deadlock occurrences, while merely doubling compile time [36,37].
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Supervisory controller synthesis has proven to be a valuable and industrially-viable technique in the situations when the
control requirements change often, the system evolves during the product development process, or there is undesired complex emergent behavior. However, despite recent success, there are still many challenges that need to be address to enable
a wide-spread use of this technique. As with other discrete-event based techniques, like formal veriﬁcation, supervisory
controller synthesis suffers from the state-explosion problem. This is somewhat mitigated in state-of-the-art tools by employing eﬃcient data structures, like binary decision diagrams [32].
However, further development is needed in decentralized, modular, and hierarchical supervisory control, that employ the
structure of the system to synthesis a set of concurrent and/or communicating local supervisors responsible for an abstracted
part of the system that are possibly coordinated by a higher level (global) supervisory coordinator. Here, we believe that
our process-theoretic approach can provide for a novel perspective and offer improved techniques, as existing trace-based
approaches often struggle with nondeterminism that inevitably occurs during the abstraction of the local behavior.
Furthermore, we are often impelled by the industry to also ensure that the supervised system has all of the prescribed
functionalities and satisﬁes given performance speciﬁcations. It is not trivial to include such requirements in the synthesis
process due to high complexity issues. To this end, the process-theoretic approach can provide for suitable abstractions that
allow us to decouple the synthesis of a safe and nonblocking supervisor from the extraction of optimal schedulers, enabling
us to solve these tasks using the most eﬃcient dedicated tools [28].
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